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Abstract 
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point symmetric space, centred quasi uniform structure bi-completion and centred   
*
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INTRODUCTION 

 Certain concepts like uniform continuity, cauchy sequence, completeness etc. defined in a metric space and 

they play very significant roles in the general theory of metric spaces and analysis. These concepts cannot be applied 

in a topological space in general. So attempts were made to define structures. In 1937 Andre Weil [1] formulated the 

concept of uniform space which is a generalisation of a metric space. After that quasi uniformities has emerged since 

1948 when Nachbin [10] began the study of these structures. Fletcher and Lindgren [2] studied the construction of 

compactifications for Hausdorff quasi-uniform spaces. Further contributions in this direction were given in [3] and 

[12]. Later on a study and description of the structure of 
*

0T  
- compactification of a quasi uniform was carried out in 

[13]. In this paper we introduce Centred quasi uniform structure space, centred quasi uniform structure point 
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symmetric space, centred quasi uniform structure bi-completion and centred 
*

0T  
- compactification, and as well as 

its relation with the compactness of the stability space which was recently introduced and discussed by [9].  

2. Preliminaries  

Definition 2.1.1 [5] 

 Let (X, T) be a Hausdorff Space. The system P = {Ai}i of all open sets of (X, T) is said to be centred if 

any finite collections of sets  n

1iiA


such that i

n

1i
A


  . The system P is called maximal centred system (or) an 

end. If it cannot be included in any larger centred system.  

Definition 2.1.2 [11] 

 A filter on a set X is a set ℱ of subsets of X which has the following properties 

(i). Every subset of X which contains a set ℱ belongs to ℱ 

(ii). Every finite intersection of sets of ℱ belongs to ℱ 

(iii).  The empty set is not in ℱ 

Definition 2.1.3 [11] 

A uniformity for a set X is a non-void family 𝒰  of subsets of  X  X such that  

(i). Each  member of 𝒰  contains the diagonal  

(ii).  If U ∈ 𝒰 the U
-1
U 

(iii).  If U ∈ 𝒰, then V∘V⊂U for some V in 𝒰 

(iv).  If U and V are members of 𝒰, then U  V ∈ 𝒰 

(v).  If U ∈ 𝒰 and U ⊂ V ⊂ X  X, then V ∈ 𝒰. 

 The pair (X, 𝒰 ) is a uniform space. The sets of  𝒰 called entourages of the uniformity defined on X  by 𝒰. 

Definition 2.1.4 [4] A quasi-uniformity on a set X is a filter 𝒰 on X  X such that each member of 𝒰 contains 

the diagonal of  X  X and if U  𝒰 , then V∘V  U for some V  𝒰. The pair (X, 𝒰) is called a quasi-uniform 

space. 𝒰 generates a topology (𝒰) containing all subsets G of X such that for x  G, there exists U  𝒰 with U(x) 

 G, where U(x) ={ y  X : (x,y)  U }. 

Definition 2.1.5 [6] A topological space is a T0 - space iff for each pair x and y of distinct points, there is a 

neighbourhood of one point to which the other does not belong. 

Definition 2.1.6 [6] A filter ℱ on a uniform space X is called a Cauchy filter if for each entourage V of X there is a 

subset of X which is V-small and belongs to ℱ. In otherwords a Cauchy filter is one containing arbitrarily small sets. 

Definition 2.1.7 [7] The minimal elements of the set of Cauchy filters on a uniform space X are called minimal 

Cauchy filters on X. 

Definition 2.1.8 [7] A quasi uniform space (X, 𝒰 ) is called point symmetric if 𝒯(𝒰)= 𝒯 (𝒰-1). 

Definition 2.1.9 [7] A compactification of a T1 quasi- uniform space (X, 𝒰) is a compact T1 quasi-uniform 

space  (Y, 𝒱) that has a 𝒯(𝒱) dense subspace quasi- isomorphic to (X, 𝒰). 

Definition 2.1.10 [7] A quasi-uniform space (X, 𝒰) is said to be bicomplete if each Cauchy filter on (X, 𝒰*) 

converges with respect to the topology 𝒯(𝒰*) i.e., if the uniform space (X, 𝒰*) is complete. 

Lemma 2.1.1 [8] A T1 quasi-uniform space (X, 𝒰 ) is *-compactifiable iff it is point symmetric and its bicompletion 

is compact. 

Lemma 2.1.2 [8] Let (X, 𝒰) be a T1 quasi - uniform space such that 𝒰-1 is hereditarily precompact. Then (X, 𝒰) is 

*- compactifiable iff it is point symmetric and precompact. 

 

3.
*

0T  
- compactification in a centred quasi-uniform structure space.  
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Definition 3.1.1 Let ℙX= {Pi : i  Λ} be a nonempty set where Pi’ s are centred systems in a Hausdorff spaces (X, T) 

and Pi’s are called centred points in ℙX. Then (Pi, Pj)={A×B :  A ∈ Pi , B  Pj} where Pi,Pj
ℙX. A nonempty set  

ℙX × ℙX is the collection of all ordered pair (Pi, Pj) where eachPi , Pj   ℙX. 

Notation 3.1.1  

(i) 𝒫(ℙX) denotes the power set of  ℙX. 

(ii) 𝒫(ℙX × ℙX) denotes the power set of  ℙX × ℙX. 

Definition 3.1.2 Let ℙX= { Pi : i  Λ } be a nonempty set where Pi’ s are centred systems in a Hausdorff space (X, 

T). For A ∈ 𝒫(ℙX) andU ∈ 𝒫(ℙX ×  ℙX), the image of A under the relation U is defined by U(A)={ QℙX : ( P, Q ) 

 U, for P  A }.  

 In particular, for P  ℙX , U(P)={ QℙX : ( P, Q )  U }. 

Definition 3.1.3 A family 𝔉 ⊂  𝒫(ℙX)  is said to be centred filter on ℙX if it satisfies the following  conditions  

 (i). Φ ∉ 𝔉 

 (ii). If A, B ∈ 𝔉 then A ∩ B ∈  𝔉 

 (iii). If A ∈ 𝔉, B∈ 𝒫(ℙX) such that A ⊆ B then B ∈  𝔉 

Definition 3.1.4 A centred quasi uniformity on a set ℙX is a structure given by a set 𝒰 of subsets of ℙX × ℙX which 

satisfies the following conditions: 

(i). Every set belonging to 𝒰 contains the diagonal  = { (P1, P1) | P1 ∈  ℙX  } 

(ii). If  U, V ∈ 𝒰 then U  V ∈ 𝒰 

(iii).  If U ∈ 𝒰 and U ⊂ V ⊂ℙX × ℙX, then V ∈ 𝒰 

(iv). If U ∈ 𝒰, V in 𝒰 then V ∘ V⊂ 𝒰 where ∘ is defined as 

 U∘V = { (P1, P3) ∶   ∃ P2 ∈ ℙX;  (P1, P2) ∈ U, (P2, P3) ∈ V } 

The sets of 𝒰 are called centred entourages of the centred-quasi uniformity 𝒰 on ℙX. The set ℙX  endowed 

with a centred quasi uniformity 𝒰 is called a centred quasi uniform space. The pair (ℙX , 𝒰) is called a centred quasi 

uniform space. 

Definition 3.1.5 Let (ℙX , 𝒰) be a centred quasi uniform space and let V be any centred entourages of ℙX. A subset 

A of ℙX is said to be a centred V-small set if A × A  ⊂ V. 

Definition 3.1.6 Let ℙX= { Pi: i ∈ Λ } be a nonempty set where Pi’ s are centred systems in a Hausdorff space (X, 

T). If 𝒰 is a centred quasi uniformity on a set ℙX, then 𝒰−1 = { U−1: U ∈  𝒰 } is also a centred quasi uniformity on 

a set ℙX and it is called the centred conjugate of 𝒰. Also, the centred quasi uniformity 𝒰   𝒰
−1will be denoted by 

𝒰∗. If U ∈  𝒰 the entourage U   U
−1 of 𝒰∗ will be denoted by U*. 

Definition 3.1.7 Let ℙX= { Pi : i ∈ Λ } be a nonempty set where Pi’ s are centred systems in a Hausdorff space (X, 

T). Let 𝒰 be a centred quasi-uniformity on ℙX. Then a centred quasi uniform structure  𝕋𝒰 induced by a centred 

quasi-uniformity 𝒰 on ℙX is defined by 

  𝕋𝒰 = { A ⊆ ℙX : for each P ∈ A, there is U ∈ 𝒰 such that U(P) ⊆ A } 

 The pair (ℙX , 𝕋𝒰) is called a centred quasi uniform structure space. Each element of  𝕋𝒰 is a  𝕋𝒰 open set. 

The complement of  𝕋𝒰 open set is  𝕋𝒰 closed set. 

Definition 3.1.8 Let (ℙX , 𝕋𝒰) be a centred quasi uniform structure space. A centred point P ∈ ℙX is said to be a 

centred quasi uniform closed point if {P} is a  𝕋𝒰 closed set.  

Definition 3.1.9 Let (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) be a centred quasi uniform structure space. Let A and B be any two sets in 𝕋(ℙX). 

Then A is a 𝕋𝕋 neighbourhood of B if there exists a 𝕋𝕋 open set O such that B ⊆ O ⊆ A. 

Note 3.1.1 Let A be a 𝕋𝕋 neighbourhood of B. If P ∈ B, then A is also 𝕋𝕋 neighbourhood of P, where P ∈ ℙX. 
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Definition 3.1.10 Let (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) be a centred quasi uniform structure space and let A be any set in 𝕋(ℙX). Then the 

centred quasi uniform structure closure of A (inshort, centQ
𝕋

cl(A)) is defined as cent Q
𝕋

cl(A)=  { B ∈ 𝕋(ℙX) ∶

A ⊆ B and B is  𝕋𝕋 closed set}. 

Definition 3.1.11 Let (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) be a centred quasi uniform structure space and let A be any set in 𝕋(ℙX). Then the 

centred quasi uniform structure interior of A (inshort, centQ
𝕋

int(A)) is defined as centQ
𝕋

int(A)= ∪ { B ∈ 𝕋(ℙX) ∶

A ⊇ Band B is  𝕋𝕋 open set}. 

Definition 3.1.12 Let (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) be a centred quasi uniform structure space. Let 𝕋 = {Ai } where each Ai is a 

 𝕋𝕋 open sets in ℙX. Then 𝕋 is said to be   𝕋𝕋 open cover of ℙX if ⋃  AiAi ∈ 𝕋  = ℙX where i ∈ I. 

Definition 3.1.13 Let (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) be a centred quasi uniform structure space. Then (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) is said to be a centred 

quasi uniform structure compact space if every 𝕋𝕋 open cover 𝕋 of ℙX contains a finite subcollection that also 

covers ℙX. 

Definition 3.1.14 Let (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) be a centred quasi uniform structure space. A centred quasi uniform structure net in 

ℙX is a function f : D→ ℙX defined by f(m)=F(m) ∈ ℙX ∀ m ∈ D where D is the direct set. 

Definition 3.1.15  A centred quasi uniform net { pm : m ∈ D } in the centred quasi uniform structure space (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) 

is said to be a centred quasi uniform structure Cauchy net iff for each member U of  𝕋, there is N in D such that (pn, 

pm) ∈ U whenever both n and m follow N in the ordering of the direct set D. 

Definition 3.1.16 Let (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) be a centred quasi uniform structure space. Then (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) is said to be a centred 

quasi uniform structure complete space iff every  centred quasi uniform structure Cauchy net in the centred quasi 

uniform structure space converges to a centredpoint of the centred quasi uniform structure space. 

Definition 3.1.17 A centred quasi-uniform structure space (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) is said to be a  centred quasi-uniform structure 

totally bounded space if (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) is  both centred quasi-uniform structure compact space  and centred quasi-

uniform structure complete space. 

Definition 3.1.18 Let A be any set in 𝕋(ℙX). Then  A is called a centred quasi uniform structure dense in a centred 

quasi uniform structure space (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) iff the centred quasi uniform structure closure of A is ℙX. 

Definition 3.1.19 A centred quasi-uniform structure space (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) is said to be centred quasi uniform structure 

point symmetric if   𝕋𝕋 ⊆   𝕋𝕋−1. 

Definition 3.1.20 A centred quasi-uniform structure space (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) is said to be centred quasi uniform structure 

precompact space if for each U ∈ 𝕋  there is a finite subset A of ℙX such that U(A)= ℙX. 

Definition 3.1.21 A centred quasi-uniform structure space (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) is said to be centred quasi-uniform structure 

hereditarily precompact space if any subspace of (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) is centred quasi-uniform structure precompact space and 

it is centred quasi uniform structure totally bounded space provided that 𝕋∗ is a centred totally bounded uniformity 

on ℙX. 

Definition 3.1.22 Let (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) be a centred quasi uniform structure space. For any P ∈ ℙX, ℱP = { B : B ∈ 𝕋(ℙX) 

and B is a neighbourhood of P }.  If  ℱP satisfies the axioms of  centred filter, ℱP is called a centred neighbourhood 

filter of P. 

Definition 3.1.23 Let A be any set in 𝕋(ℙX). If P ∈ ℙX. Then P is said to be centred cluster point of A if every 

centred neighbourhood filter of P which intersects A in some centred point other than P itself. 

Definition 3.1.24 A centred filter ℱ on a centred quasi-uniform structure space (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) is called centred quasi 

uniform structure stable filter if for each U ∈ 𝕋 , 
F

F

U(F) ∈ ℱ and ℱ is called centred quasi uniform structure 

doubly stable filter if it is centred quasi uniform structure stable filter both for (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) and (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋−1).  

Definition 3.1.25 A centred filter ℱ on a centred quasi-uniform structure space (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) is said to be  

(i). centred quasi uniform structure Cauchy filter if it contains arbitrarily centred V-small sets, for each V ∈ 𝕋 

(ii). centred quasi uniform structure left K-Cauchy filter if for each U ∈ 𝕋 there exists F ∈  ℱ such that U(P)∈

 ℱ for all  P ∈  ℱ. 
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Definition 3.1.26 Let (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) be a centred quasi-uniform structure space. Then (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) said to be a centred 

quasi uniform structure left K-complete space iff every centred quasi uniform structure left K-Cauchy filter 

converges with respect to 𝕋𝕋. 

Definition 3.1.27 A centred quasi uniform structure space (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) is called a centred quasi uniform structure 

bicomplete space if each  centred quasi uniform structure Cauchy filter on (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋∗) converges with respect to 𝕋𝕋∗. 

That is, if the centred quasi uniform structure space (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋∗) is centred quasi uniform structure complete space. 

Definition 3.1.28 A centred quasi uniform structure bicompletion of a centred quasi uniform structure space 

(ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) is a centred quasi uniform structure bicomplete space (ℙY , 𝕋𝕋)  that has 𝕋(𝕋) centred quasi uniform 

structure dense subspace quasi isomorphic to (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋). More formally, there is a centred quasi-uniform  structure 

embedding   i : (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) → (ℙY , 𝕋𝕋). 

Definition 3.1.29 A centred quasi uniform structure space (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) is centred T0 quasi uniform structure space iff 

for every pair P,Q ∈ ℙX with P≠Q there exist 𝕋𝕋 open sets A  and B such that P ∈ A and  Q ∉ A (or) Q ∈ B and P ∉

 B. 

Definition 3.1.30 Let (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) be centred quasi uniform structure space. Let ℱ𝕋 be a centred quasi uniform 

structure Cauchy filters on ℙX.  The centred quasi uniform structure minimalCauchy filter on a centred quasi 

uniform space (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋)  is defined by ℱ𝕋 =


i

ℱ𝕋 

Notation 3.1.2 

(i). Let ℙX̃ denote the collection of all centred quasi uniform structure minimalCauchy filters in centred quasi 

uniform structure space (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋∗) and that the family { Ũ ∶ U∈ 𝕋 } is a base for �̃� where for each U∈ 𝕋, 

Ũ = { (ℱ,𝕋 )  ∈ ℙX̃ × ℙX̃ : there are F∈  ℱ and G∈ 𝕋 with F × G ⊆ U } and the centred quasi uniform 

structure embedding i : (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋)→ (ℙX̃ , 𝕋�̃�) is given as follows: for P ∈ ℙX , we have that i(P) is the 

𝕋𝕋∗-centred neighbourhood filter at P. 

(ii). Each centred quasi uniform structure space (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) has an unique T0  centred T0 quasi uniform structure 

bicompletion which will be denoted by (ℙX̃ , 𝕋�̃�). 

Definition 3.1.31A centred 
*

0T -compactification of a centred T0 quasi-uniform structure space (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) is a 

centred compact T0 quasi uniform space (ℙY, 𝕋𝕋) that has a centred dense subspace (ℙY , 𝕋𝕋∗) isomorphic to 

(ℙX , 𝕋𝕋). 

Definition 3.1.32 A centred T0 quasi uniform structure space is centred
*

0T -compactifiable iff its centred quasi 

uniform structure bicompletion is centred quasi uniform structure compact.  

Definition 3.1.33 Let (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) be a centred quasi-uniform structure  space. Let P0(ℙX) be the collection of all 

nonempty centred subsets of ℙX. Then, the Hausdorff - Bourbaki centred quasi structure uniformity of (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) is 

the centred quasi uniformity 𝕋H on P0(ℙX) which has a base, the family of sets of the form  

 UH = { (A,B) ∈ P0(ℙX)× P0(ℙX) : B ⊆U(A), A⊆ U-1(B) } where U ∈ 𝕋.   

 If (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) is a centred T0 quasi uniform structure space, then (P0(ℙX), 𝕋H) is not necessarily centred T0 

quasi uniform structure space.  Hence it is possible to construct the set 

 Cn(ℙX)= { A: A ∈ P0(ℙX) } where A= cent Q
𝕋

cl(A) ∩  cent Q
𝕋−1cl(A). 

Definition 3.1.34 Let (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) be a centred quasi-uniform structure space. Let A, B ∈ P0(ℙX) and U∈ 𝕋. Then  

(i). If  B ∈ UH(A), then B, B ∈ (U2)H(A) and B
 ∈ (U2)H(A) 

(ii). If  B ∈  UH(A), then B, B ∈ (U2
)H(A) and 𝕋 ∈ (U2

)H(A) 

Proposition 3.1.1 Let (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) be a centred quasi uniform structure space. Then (Cn(ℙX), 𝕋𝕋H
) is centred quasi 

uniform structure compact iff (P0(ℙX), 𝕋𝕋H
) is centred quasi-uniform structure compact. 
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Proof:  Suppose that (Cn(ℙX), 𝕋𝕋H
) is centred quasi uniform structure compact and let (F) be a centred quasi 

uniform structure  net in P0(ℙX). Then ( λF )  is a centred quasi uniform structure net in Cn(ℙX). So it has a centred 

cluster point C ∈ Cn(ℙX ). By Definition 4.1.34 it follows that C (and C) is a centred cluster point of (F). Hence 

(P0(ℙX),𝕋𝕋H
) is centred quasi-uniform structure compact. 

 Conversely, suppose that (P0(ℙX),𝕋𝕋H
) is centred quasi uniform structure compact and let ( λF ) be a 

centred quasi uniform structure net in Cn(ℙX). Then (F)  is a centred quasi uniform structure net in P0(ℙX). So it has 

a centred cluster point C ∈ P0(ℙX ). Hence by Definition 4.1.34, C is a centred cluster point of ( λF ). Hence 

(Cn(ℙX), 𝕋𝕋H
) is centred quasi uniform structure compact. 

Remark 3.1.1 Let (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) be a centred quasi uniform structure space. Then (P0(ℙX), 𝕋𝕋H
) is centred quasi 

uniform structure compact iff (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) is centred quasi uniform structure compact space and (ℙXm
, 𝕋𝕋−1  ) is 

centred quasi uniform structure hereditarily precompact space where ℙXm
={ P ∈ ℙX : P is a minimal element in the 

pre-order of the centred quasi uniform structure space (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) }.  

Note 3.1.2 

(i). If ℙXm
is the set of centred quasi uniform closed points in (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) if (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋) is centred T0 quasi 

uniform structure space. 

(ii). G(ℙX) denotes the set of centred quasi uniform closed points in a centred quasi uniform structure space 

(ℙX̃, 𝕋�̃�H
). 

Proposition 3.1.2  Let (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋)  be a centred quasi uniform structure space and let the map 𝕋 ∶

(Cn(ℙX), 𝕋𝕋H
) → (Cn(ℙX̃), 𝕋�̃�H

) be defined by 𝕋(A)= cent Q
𝕋

cl(A) ∩ cent Q
𝕋−1cl(A). Then 𝕋 is a quasi 

isomorphism from (Cn(ℙX), 𝕋𝕋H
) onto 𝕋((Cn(ℙX̃), 𝕋�̃�H

) ). Furthermore 𝕋(Cn(ℙx)) is centred quasi uniform 

structure dense in (Cn(ℙ�̃�), 𝕋
�̃�H

∗ ). 

Proof: Since 𝕋(A)∩ ℙX × ℙX= A, it follows that 𝕋 is injective.  We deduce from the Definition 4.1.34 that 𝕋 

and 𝕋−1 are centred quasi uniformly continuous. In order to prove that 𝕋(Cn(ℙX)) is centred dense in (Cn(𝕋
�̃�

), 

𝕋
�̃�H

∗ ), let A ⊆ ℙX̃ and U∈ 𝕋. Let A
Q
= cent Q

�̃�
cl(A) ∩ cent Q

�̃�
−1cl(A). For each P ∈ A, take Q

P
 ∈ ℙX such that P ∈ 

Ũ
∗
(Q

P
) and let B={ Q

P : P ∈ A }, then A ⊆ Ũ
∗
(B) and B ⊆ Ũ

∗
(A) and hence A∈(Ũ

H
)*(B). Which shows that 

AQ∈ (ŨH)*(B). 

Proposition 3.1.3 Let (𝕋X , 𝕋𝕋)  be a centred T0 quasi uniform structure space. Then (Cn(𝕋X̃), 𝕋�̃�H
) is a centred 

*

0T -compactification of  (Cn(𝕋X), 𝕋𝕋H
) iff  (𝕋X , 𝕋𝕋) is a centred 

*

0T -compactifiable and (G(ℙX), 𝕋
�̃�

−1) is 

centred quasi uniform structure hereditarily precompact space.  

Proof: Suppose that (Cn(𝕋X̃), 𝕋�̃�H
) is a centred 

*

0T -compactification of  (Cn(𝕋X), 𝕋𝕋H
). Then (Cn(𝕋X̃), 𝕋�̃�H

) is 

centred quasi uniform structure compact space and by Remark 4.1.1 and Proposition 4.1.2, (𝕋X̃, 𝕋�̃�H
)  is centred 

quasi uniform structure compact space  and (G(ℙX), 𝕋
�̃�

−1) is centred quasi uniform structure hereditarily 

precompact space. 

 Conversely if (𝕋X̃, 𝕋�̃�)  is centred quasi uniform structure compact space and (G(ℙX), 𝕋
�̃�

−1) is centred 

quasi uniform structure hereditarily precompact space, then (Cn(𝕋X̃), 𝕋�̃�H
) is centred quasi uniform structure 

compact space and by Proposition 4.1.2, it is a centred T0*-compactification of  (Cn(𝕋X), 𝕋𝕋H
). 
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Proposition 3.1.4 Let (𝕋X , 𝕋𝕋) be a centred T0 quasi uniform structure space such that (ℙX, 𝕋𝕋−1) is centred quasi 

uniform structure hereditarily precompact space. Then (𝕋X , 𝕋𝕋)  is a centred 
*

0T compactifiable iff it is centred 

quasi uniform structure precompact space. 

Proof:  Suppose that (𝕋X , 𝕋𝕋)  be centred 
*

0T  compactifiable. Then (𝕋X̃ , 𝕋�̃�)  is a centred quasi uniform 

structure compact space , so it is a (𝕋X̃ , 𝕋�̃�) centred quasi uniform structure precompact space. Thus  (𝕋X , 𝕋𝕋)  is 

a centred quasi uniform structure precompact space. Conversely, let (𝕋X , 𝕋𝕋) is a centred quasi uniform structure 

precompact space. Then (𝕋X̃, 𝕋�̃�)  is a centred quasi uniform structure precompact space and (ℙ�̃�, 𝕋
�̃�

−1)  is a 

centred quasi uniform structure hereditarily precompact space. Now, let ℱ be a centred quasi uniform structure left 

K-cauchy ultrafilter on(𝕋X̃, 𝕋�̃�). Since (ℙ�̃�, 𝕋
�̃�

−1) is centred quasi uniform structure hereditarily precompact space, 

it follows that ℱ is also centred quasi uniform structure left K-cauchy ultrafilter on ( 𝕋�̃� ,𝕋
�̃�

−1), and hence it is a 

centred quasi uniform structure quasi ultra filter on ( 𝕋�̃� ,𝕋
�̃�

∗), so it converges with respect to 𝕋
�̃�

∗. Therefore 

( 𝕋�̃� ,𝕋
�̃�

∗) is a centred quasi uniform structure left K-complete space. And the conclusion of the theorem follows 

from that every centred quasi uniform structure precompact left K-complete space is centred quasi uniform structure 

compact space. 

Corollary 3.1.1 Let (𝕋X , 𝕋𝕋) be a centred T0 quasi uniform structure precompact space such that (ℙX , 𝕋𝕋−1)  is 

centred quasi uniform structure hereditarily precompact space. Then (Cn(𝕋X), 𝕋𝕋H
) is centred 

*

0T  compactifiable 

and (Cn(𝕋X̃), 𝕋�̃�H
) is a centred 

*

0T compactification of (Cn(𝕋X), 𝕋𝕋H
). 

Notation 3.1.3 The stability space (𝕋D(𝕋), 𝕋𝕋 ) on a quasi uniform space (X, U) was introduced in [24]. In this 

paper, centred stability space is introduced and is denoted by cent(𝕋D(𝕋X), 𝕋𝕋D
 ). 

Remark 3.1.2 

(i). Given a centred T0 quasi uniform structure space (𝕋X , 𝕋𝕋), then (Cn(𝕋X), 𝕋𝕋H
) is a centred 

*

0T -

compactifible iff the centred stability  space cent(𝕋D(𝕋X), 𝕋𝕋D
 )is a centred quasi uniform structure 

compact space. 

(ii). Given a centred T0 quasi uniform structure space (𝕋X , 𝕋𝕋) then cent(𝕋D(𝕋X), 𝕋𝕋D
 ) is a centred quasi 

uniform structure precompact space iff  (𝕋X , 𝕋𝕋) is a centred quasi uniform strucutre precompact space 

and cent(𝕋D(𝕋X), 𝕋𝕋D
 ) is a centred quasi uniform structure totally bounded space iff (𝕋X , 𝕋𝕋) is centred 

quasi uniform structure totally bounded, It follows that if 𝕋 is a centred uniformity, then 

cent(𝕋D(𝕋X), 𝕋𝕋D
 ) is a centred quasi uniform structure compact space iff (𝕋X , 𝕋𝕋)  is a centred quasi 

uniform strucutre totally bounded space. 

Proposition 3.1.5 Let (𝕋X , 𝕋𝕋) be a centred T0 quasi uniform structure space. Let A ⊆ ℙX be such that for each 

P ∈ A  and U∈ 𝕋 there exists V∈ 𝕋 with V-1(P) ⊆ U(P). If cent(𝕋D(𝕋X), 𝕋𝕋D
 )is a centred quasi uniform structure 

compact space, then (A, �̃�
−1

) is centred quasi uniform structure hereditarily precompact space.  

Proof: Suppose that (A, �̃�
−1

) is not centred quasi uniform structure hereditarily precompact space, then there 

exists B ⊆ A, U0 ∈ 𝕋 and sequence (bn)n∈𝕋in B such that bn+1∉ ⋃ U0

-1n
i=1 (bi) for all n ∈ N. For n ∈ N, put Bn={bi : i 

 n}. Since cent(𝕋D(ℙX), 𝕋D) is a centred quasi uniform structure compact space, there exists a centred quasi 

uniform structure doubly stable filter  𝕋 ∈ cent(𝕋D(ℙX)) such that (Bn)n∈𝕋  centred clusters to ℱ. Let U ∈ 𝕋 with 

U2 ⊆ U0. Let k∈ 𝕋 be such that Bk ∈ UD(ℱ). Then  Bk ⊆ U(F) for each F ∈ ℱ and U−1 (Bk)∈ 𝕋. Now consider the 

centred point Qk+1. Let V∈  𝕋 with V−1(Qk+1) ⊆U(Qk+1). And let n > k+1 with Bn ∈VD(ℱ). Then Bn⊆ V(F) for each 

F ∈ ℱ and V−1(Bk) ∈ ℱ. From this it follows that Bn ⊆ VU−1(Bk) . In particular,                    Qk+1 ⊆  VU−1(Bk), and 
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hence V−1(bk+1) U−1(Bk)≠ 𝕋. Then       bk+1) U−1(Bk)≠ 𝕋 and Qk+1∈U−2(Bk) ⊆ U0

-1
(Bk) which is a contradiction. 

Therefore (A, �̃�
−1

) is centred quasi uniform structure hereditarily precompact space.  

Corollary 3.1.2 Let ((𝕋X , 𝕋𝕋) be a centred point symmetric centred T0 quasi uniform  structure space with 

cent(𝕋D(𝕋X), 𝕋𝕋D
 ) is a centred quasi uniform structure compact space. Then (ℙX, 𝕋𝕋−1) is a centred quasi uniform 

structure hereditarily precompact space.  

Corollary 3.1.3 Let (𝕋X , 𝕋𝕋) be a centred 
*

0T  compactifiable centred quasi uniform structure space with 

cent(𝕋D(𝕋X), 𝕋𝕋D
 )is centred uniform structure compact space. Then (G(ℙX), 𝕋�̃�) is a centred quasi uniform 

structure point symmetric  space and (G(ℙX), 𝕋
�̃�

−1) is a centred quasi uniform structure hereditarily precompact 

space.  

Corollary 3.1.4 Let (𝕋X , 𝕋𝕋)  be a centred 
*

0T -compactifible quasi uniform space. Then (Cn(𝕋X), 𝕋𝕋H
)  is 

centred 
*

0T -compactifiable iff (G(ℙX), 𝕋
�̃�

−1) is centred quasi uniform structure hereditarily precompact. 

Furthermore, in this case (Cn(𝕋X̃), 𝕋�̃�H
) is centred T0*-compactification of (Cn(𝕋X), 𝕋𝕋H

). 

Note 3.1.3  Every centred quasi uniform structure T0 point symmetric space is centred T1 quasi uniform structure 

space. 

Corollary 3.1.5 Let (𝕋X , 𝕋𝕋) be a centred point symmetric centred  T0 quasi-uniform space. Then the following 

are equivalent: 

(i). cent(𝕋D(𝕋X), 𝕋𝕋D
 ) is centred quasi uniform structure compact. 

(ii). (𝕋X , 𝕋𝕋) is  centred 
*

0T -compactifiable and (ℙX, 𝕋𝕋−1) is centred quasi uniform structure hereditarily 

precompact.  

(iii). (𝕋X , 𝕋𝕋) is centred 
*

0T -compactifiable and (G(𝕋X), 𝕋
�̃�

−1) is centred quasi uniform structure hereditarily 

precompact.  

(iv). (Cn(𝕋X̃), 𝕋�̃�H
)  is centred T0 quasi uniform structure  compact. 

(v). (Cn(𝕋X), 𝕋𝕋H
) is centred 

*

0T -compactifiable. 

(vi). (Cn(𝕋X̃), 𝕋�̃�H
)  is centred 

*

0T -compactification of (Cn(𝕋X), 𝕋𝕋H
). 
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